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Development and Experimental
Validation of a Compressor
Dynamic Model
In recent years, transient response analysis of energy systems is becoming more and more
important in optimizing plant operation and control. Furthermore, dynamic analyses are
also used to integrate steady-state diagnostic analyses, since they allow the detection of
malfunctions characterized by time-dependent effects. The paper deals with the develop-
ment of a nonlinear modular model for compressor dynamic simulation. After developing
the compressor mathematical model through a physics-based approach (laws of conser-
vation and thermal balances), the model is implemented through the MATLAB

®
SIMULINK

®

tool. Then, a sensitivity analysis is carried out to evaluate the influence of model param-
eters on the model response. Finally, the model is calibrated on a multistage axial-
centrifugal small size compressor running in the test facility of the University of Ferrara
(Italy) and validated through experimental data taken on the compressor under
investigation. fDOI: 10.1115/1.1928935g

Introduction

The need for gas turbine simulation tools to carry out perfor-

mance and diagnostic analyses is becoming ever greater. Thus,

many studies have been carried out focusing on the development

of useful tools able to support plant operation and/or to perform

diagnostic analyses f1–4g. In particular, in addition to the analysis
in steady-state conditions, there has been a growing interest in the

dynamic behavior of energy systems, and so a great deal of re-

search has also been aimed at developing dynamic simulation

codes capable of reproducing transient system response f5–9g.
In fact, the employment of simulation codes for transient be-

havior analysis finds useful application not only in power plants

design phase and personnel training sas shown for instance in f9gd
and in realizing plant control systems f10g, but also proves par-
ticularly effective in investigating gas turbine component behavior

under critical operating conditions f11g and in the presence of
unsteady phenomena, such as stall and flutter f12–14g, and of
faults, especially those which can be recognized from unsteady

data analysis f15,16g. In particular, in order to carry out diagnostic
analyses, the availability of a dynamic simulation code allows:

• The identification of malfunctions which can be detected

only during transient regimes sstartup, acceleration, etc.d
since they are characterized by time-dependent effects;

• The creation of a database of a great number of faults, to-

gether with the analysis of their effects on measurable vari-

ables sfault signatured. Indeed, a series of experiments, in-
tended to obtain such an amount of data, would be

extremely expensive and difficult to perform;

• An automated diagnosis process to be performed through

comparison between “healthy” and “faulty” component sig-

natures in transient conditions, as a tool for supporting and

integrating steady-state diagnostic analyses;

• The machine control system design in order to properly

adapt the control logic to the actual health state of each

component.

This paper deals with the development of a nonlinear modular
model for the dynamic simulation of compressors. The model is
implemented in MATLAB

®
environment through the SIMULINK

®

tool, which has proved to be a flexible and powerful tool for
dynamic simulation f7,10,17g.
The mathematical model is built in a general way through the

laws of conservation smass, momentum, energy, and moment of
momentumd and heat balances, written in differential form, and by
using the performance maps of the considered compressor, as
done in f5,7,8,10,17g. The physics-based approach, since it re-
quires knowledge of the phenomena taking place in the consid-
ered machine, allows a better understanding both of the physics of
the processes and of the way each malfunction manifests itself, if
compared to the use of “black box” models. On the other hand,
the development of physics-based models presents some problems
related to the quality of the calibration process. For this reason, a
sensitivity analysis is carried out to evaluate the influence of the
physical parameters, such as volume, friction factor, and heat
transfer coefficient on model response.
Finally, the model is calibrated on a multistage axial-centrifugal

small size compressor running in the test facility of the University
of Ferrara sItalyd f18g and validated through experimental data
taken on the compressor under investigation in different transient
operating regimes.

Model Development

Mass, Momentum, and Energy Balance. The development of
the physical-mathematical model to determine the laws of conser-
vation smass, momentum, and energyd is carried out starting from
a general approach. For an infinitesimal control volume, let the

frontal area be A and the infinitesimal thickness be dx. The bal-
ance for the quantity flowing per unit time through the control
volume is

Ace + QgdV = Acl +
]G

]t
dV s1d

where c is the quantity flux, G the quantity concentration, Qg the

quantity generated per unit time and unit volume, and “e” and “l”
the “entering” and “leaving” sections, respectively. It is worth
noting that sid the quantity has to be considered generated if it is
generated inside the volume sas the mass generated in a nuclear
reactiond and/or if its contribution is external to the system sas, for
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example, the heat exchanged by the system with the outsided, siid
c=Gn, where n is the velocity of the fluid, and siiid dV=Adx. By

expressing function c through Taylor formula with Lagrange re-
mainder, it is possible to obtain

cl = ce + U ]c

]x
U

j

dx j P g 0;dxf

By substituting the above-derived expression for cl into Eq. s1d
and by dividing by dV, it is possible to obtain

]c

]x
+

]G

]t
= Qg s2d

This general equation of conservation, obtained through the

single hypothesis that the frontal area A is constant, allows the
laws of conservation smass, momentum, and energyd to be derived
in a form similar as that reported in f8g.
In the case of mass balance, the quantity is the mass, G is the

density r, while c=rn. Since Qg is equal to zero, the following
equation can be obtained:

]rv

]x
+

]r

]t
= 0 s3d

In the case of momentum balance, the quantity is the momen-

tum, G is the product rn, while c=rn2. Qg is equal to the sum of
the external forces per unit volume acting on the system, i.e.,
pressure, friction, and body field forces. In this case, the momen-
tum balance equation can be written as

]srn2d
]x

+
]rn

]t
=o f = −

]p

]x
− f fr − fbf

By neglecting the body field forces smainly due to gravitational
field contributiond and by rearranging the terms, the following
equation can be obtained:

]sp + rn2d
]x

+
]rn

]t
= − f fr s4d

In the case of energy balance, the quantity is the energy e,

obtained as the sum of three contributions sinternal energy u, body

potential energy ep, and kinetic energyd, G is equal to re, while Qg

is equal to the sum of external heat and work per unit volume
exchanged by the system with the outside. By isolating the term of
pressure forces and by taking it to the left-hand side of the equa-
tion, the following general expression for energy balance can be
obtained:

]

]x
FrnSu + ep +

n2

2
+

p

r
DG + ]

]t
FrSu + ep +

n2

2
DG = q − l s5d

Moment of Momentum Balance. The well-known equation
for moment of momentum balance can be written as

J
2p

60

dN

dt
= Tqs − Tqr − Tqfr s6d

where the three contributions on the right-hand side are due sid to
the torque Tqs externally supplied sby a turbine or by a motord, siid
to the resisting torque Tqr, and siiid to the torque Tqfr due to

friction losses. The moment of inertia J is the total moment of
inertia calculated with respect to the shaft for which the rotational

speed N is evaluated.

Thermal Balance. In order to take into account the thermal
phenomena which take place in the system under consideration,
the Fourier flux law and the Fourier equation can be used.
The heat transfer from a surface to the free stream can be ob-

tained by means of the balance of heat fluxes at the wall

asTw − Td = − k ¹ Tuw s7d

where Tw and T are the wall and free stream temperatures, respec-
tively, and the term on the right-hand side is derived from the
Fourier flux law at the wall. In Eq. s7d, the surface is assumed to
be at a higher temperature than the free stream.
If the term of energy generation is considered to be zero, the

Fourier equation can be written as

rc
]T

]t
= k¹

2T s8d

Simplified Form of Balance Equations. Owing to the different
gas turbine design characteristics ssize, geometry, cooling devices,
etc.d that can be encountered in practice, the first hypothesis which
is introduced into the model deals with the geometry of the sys-
tem. It is assumed that each component of a gas turbine can be
modeled through one or more annular-shaped cylindrical modules

whose length is L and whose internal and external radius are equal

to Ri and Re, respectively. As reported in Fig. 1, the fluid flows
between an element called shaft, which plays the role of the com-
ponent rotational shaft, and an element called box, representing
the component external casing.
According to the model geometrical assumptions, a simplified

expression for mass and momentum balance is derived under the
following additional hypotheses, by integrating Eqs. s3d and s4d
over volume Adx from the “entering” to “leaving” sections

1. Gas state equation p /r=RT and cp=cpsTd;
2. Constant gas properties in each x section;
3. Isentropic transformation si.e., pr−k=constantd and, so, by

differentiating, dp=kRTdr;
4. Expression of friction forces as

f fr =
l

Dh

r
v2

2

Moreover, as shown in f5,7,8g, for short-length pipes it is ac-

ceptable to integrate along x only the terms in the x derivatives,

while, in the other terms st derivatives and friction forcesd, T, p,

and M can be considered constant with respect to x. In particular,

the constant-with-x values for T and M have been assumed equal

to their value in the “leaving” section, while p has been assumed
equal to the value in the “entering” section in Eq. s9d and equal to
the mean value between the two sections in Eq. s10d, i.e.,

spe+p1d /2. Thus the new expression of Eqs. s3d and s4d is

]pe

]t
=

kRT1

AL
sMe − Mld s9d

Fig. 1 Module geometrical model
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5
]Ml

]t
=

A

L
spe − pld −

l

Dh

R

A

Ml
2Tl

spe + pld
− o

o =
R

AL
SMl

2Tl

pl

− Me
2Te

pe

D 6 s10d

In the general case of long-length pipes, the integration along x
can be performed by representing each component as the sum of a
series of short-length pipes.
A simplified expression for thermal balance equations was also

derived. For the box element Eq. s7d, written at r=Re and r=Ro,
leads to

aesT − Tbed = − kbf¹Tbgr=Re
s11d

aosTbo − T`bd = − kbf¹Tbgr=Ro
s12d

where the negative sign on the right-hand side of the equations is

in accordance with the choice of r versus and T`b is the tempera-
ture of the environment outside the compressor casing, generally

equal to ambient temperature. Temperatures Tbe and Tbo are box

wall temperatures at r=Re and r=Ro, respectively. From Eq. s8d
for the box element, it is then possible to obtain

rbcb

]Tb

]t
= kb¹

2Tb s13d

By writing Eqs. s11d, s12d, and s13d in cylindrical coordinates

and by assuming that sid heat fluxes aesT−Tbed and aosTbo−T`bd
have radial direction and siid Tb does not depend on x coordinate,
it is possible to obtain

aeAesT − Tbed = − kbAeF ]Tb

]r
G

r=Re

s14d

aoAosTbo − T`bd = − kbAoF ]Tb

]r
G

r=Ro

s15d

rbcb

]Tb

]t
=

kb

r

]

]r
Sr

]Tb

]r
D s16d

By integrating Eq. s16d between Re and Ro, the following ex-
pression can be derived:

E
Re

Ro

rbcb

]Tb

]t
rdr = kbFr

]Tb

]r
G

Re

Ro

s17d

If it is supposed that Tb does not depend on coordinate r si.e.,
Tbe=Tbo=Tbd and Eqs. s14d and s15d are substituted into Eq. s17d,
it is possible to obtain

rbcbVb

]Tb

]t
= aeAesT − Tbd − aoAosTb − T`bd s18d

where Ae=2pReL, Ao=2pRoL and Vb=psRo
2−Re

2dL. This equation
was derived under the hypothesis that Tb does not depend on

coordinates r and x, which, in turn, means that fluid conductivity
is negligible if compared to box conductivity.
In a similar way, the thermal balance equation for the shaft

element can be obtained

rscsVs

]Ts

]t
= aiAisT − Tsd − acoolAisTs − T`sd s19d

In particular, the term acoolAisTs−T`sd accounts for the heat

flow in steady-state conditions sthe shaft does not have the same
temperature as the gas flow in steady-state conditions, since it is

not isolated from external environmentd, while T`s is the shaft
cooling temperature, which can be assumed equal to the ambient
or to the lube-oil temperature.

Compressor Under Investigation

Test Rig. The test facility under consideration, described in
detail in f18g, consists of an asynchronous reversible electric
motor/brake bench, operated by an inverter. The motor can give a
maximum power of 87 kW at 5000 rpm.

Compressor. The compressor, which is part of the Allison 250-
C18 turbo-shaft engine, is composed of six axial stages and one
centrifugal stage. The compressor operates in an open circuit. As
schematically sketched in Fig. 2, the inlet section san orifice plated
is followed by a pipe, used to perform the inlet mass flow mea-
surement. Then, after flowing through the axial and centrifugal
stages, the air is fed to a discharge volume in which a butterfly

valve, whose angular position is indicated by a, is inserted for
compressor mass flow rate control. A step-up gearbox with a gear

ratio r equal to 5.83 swhich was part of the original gas turbined is
included in the test setup to analyze a range of compressor rota-
tional speeds up to nearly 30, 000 rpm.

Measurable Variables. Among all the available measurable
variables taken on the compressor, the available measurements
used for model development and validation are indicated in Fig. 2:

• Ambient temperature, pressure, and relative humidity

sTamb , pamb, and RHd, which define ambient conditions both
at the inlet and at the outlet of the test facility sT0=Tamb and

p3=pambd;
• Static differential pressure measurements Dpop, Dp1, and

Dp2. The differential pressure measurement at the orifice

plate Dpop is carried out in order to perform the inlet mass

flow measurement, while Dp1 and Dp2 allow the determina-

tion of compressor pressure ratio bC;
• Total outlet compressor temperature T2;
• Rotational speed of the electric motor shaft NE and shaft

torque Tqs. These measurements allow the determination of
the power required to drive the compressor.

Performance Maps. The evaluation of compressor perfor-
mance maps was carried out in steady-state conditions f18g, thus
allowing the polytropic efficiency hC and the pressure ratio bC to

be expressed against the corrected mass flow mC for different

values of the corrected rotational speed nC. In particular, the rota-
tional speed of the compressor can be calculated from the shaft

rotational speed by means of the relationship NC=rNE. The maps,
reported in Figs. 3sad and 3sbd, were determined experimentally
for different compressor rotational speeds sin the range 6000–
30,000 rpmd and were then interpolated by means of a second
degree polynomial curve.
Moreover, the region of compressor normal operation was iden-

tified between the surge line soccurrence of unsteady phenomena
such as surge and/or rotating stall, which were detected by ana-
lyzing the dynamic trends of discharge pressure and suction mass
flow rate f18gd and the line interpolating the operating points for
which the throttle valve was fully open.

Fig. 2 Compressor test rig and measured variables
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Model Implementation

The model is implemented in MATLAB
®
environment through

the SIMULINK
®
tool, which allows dynamic systems to be modeled

through a user-friendly graphical interface. SIMULINK
®
proved par-

ticularly effective since it offered the possibility sid to create new
functions in addition to the libraries which are already available
and siid to perform the solution of equations through different
solvers. In particular, for all the developed modules, a variable-
step integration algorithm was used.
A modular structure for system modeling was adopted, by iden-

tifying three subsystems sintake duct, compressor, and exhaust
ductd, which are sketched in Fig. 4 and are described in detail in
the following sections. Each component is modeled by means of a
single module, by assuming that the simplification for short-length
pipes is acceptable, as previously discussed.
In particular, the compressor module is formed by the sum of

two submodules, one for “static” and one for “dynamic” simula-
tion f5g. In fact, rises in pressure and temperature in steady-state

conditions along the compressor are taken into account by means
of machine performance maps, while balance equations are used
in order to consider mass storage and thermal exchange phenom-
ena.
Mass storage effects in the suction and discharge piping sys-

tems are taken into account through the intake and exhaust duct
modules. In particular, the application of Eq. s10d to these two
modules has shown that the term o in Eq. s10d is negligible and,
thus, it has been neglected. The reason for this can be attributed to
the fact that the considered test facility is characterized by rela-
tively short length piping volumes and, as a result, storage effects

are not very significant. In fact, this implies that Me<M1 and

pe< pl, which, in addition to the assumption that Te=Tl for both

modules, finally leads to the conclusion that o is indeed
negligible.

Intake Duct Module. The intake duct module inputs are am-

bient pressure p0 and temperature T0 and pressure p1 sfrom com-
pressor moduled. In order to calculate module outputs, the follow-
ing equations are used:

• T1 is assumed equal to T0, by considering negligible the
thermal exchange in the intake duct;

• M1 is determined by means of Eq. s20d, which derives from
Eq. s10d calculated between sections “0” and “1”, and by
ignoring the term o on the right-hand side, as anticipated.
Thus, the final form of the equation is the following:

]M1

]t
=

A

L
sp0 − p1d −

l

Dh

R

A

M1
2T1

sp0 + p1d
s20d

Compressor Module. The compressor module requires the in-
formation derived from performance maps and takes into account
the presence of heat transfer phenomena.
The compressor module inputs are compressor rotational speed

NC, M1, and T1 sfrom intake duct moduled and pressure p2 sfrom
exhaust duct moduled. Three outputs are calculated from the mod-

ule: entering pressure p1, leaving mass flow rate M2, and tempera-

ture T2.

Entering pressure p1 is determined by means of Eq. s21d, which
derives from Eq. s9d calculated between sections “1” and “2”

]p1

]t
=

kRT1

AL
sM1 − M2d s21d

Since p2 is an input and p1 is determined from Eq. s21d, com-
pressor pressure ratio is known and, thus, leaving mass flow rate

M2 can be determined from compressor performance map re-

ported in Fig. 3sbd. Once the leaving mass flow rate M2 is known,
compressor polytropic efficiency can be determined from the
compressor efficiency performance map fFig. 3sadg. To do this, ad
hoc libraries were developed in order to interpolate the curves and

to determine the current M2 value. In particular, a control is per-
formed to verify whether the compressor is working in the region
between the surge line and the fully open throttle valve line.
From knowledge of compressor polytropic efficiency, it is pos-

sible to calculate the “stationary” si.e., without taking into account
thermal exchange phenomena in unsteady conditionsd compressor
leaving temperature T2stat as

T2stat = T1S p2

p1
Dsk−1d/skhcd

Finally, the compressor leaving temperature T2 is determined
by solving the equation below

T2 = T2stat −
1

M2cp

SrscsVs

]Ts

]t
+ rbcbVb

]Tb

]t
D s22d

where temperature derivatives can be determined by means of
Eqs. s18d and s19d.

Fig. 3 Compressor performance maps: „q… measured value;
„---… second degree polynomial interpolating curve

Fig. 4 Model implementation through the SIMULINK
® tool
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Exhaust Duct Module. The exhaust duct module inputs are

pressure p3 sequal to ambient pressure p0d, temperature T2, and

mass flow rate M2 sthese two latter from compressor moduled. In
order to calculate module outputs sT3, p2, and M3d, the following
equations were used:

• T3 is assumed equal to T2, by considering negligible the
thermal exchange in the exhaust duct;

• Entering pressure p2 is determined by means of Eq. s23d,
which derives from Eq. s9d calculated between sections “2”
and “3”

]p2

]t
=

kRT2

AL
sM2 − M3d s23d

• M3 is determined by means of Eq. s24d, which derives from
Eq. s10d calculated between sections “2” and “3,” and by

ignoring the term o on the right-hand side. Thus, the final
form of the equation is the following:

]M3

]t
=

A

L
sp2 − p3d −

l

Dh

R

A

M3
2T3

sp2 + p3d
s24d

Model Calibration

Geometrical Parameters and Friction Factors. The geo-

metrical parameters sDh and Ld and the friction factors sld which
were used to set up the model on the compressor under investiga-
tion are reported in Table 1 for the three modules.
According to model assumptions, the compressor geometry was

assumed cylindrical, with mean hydraulic diameter equal to 0.1 m

and length L equal to 0.4 m.

The determination of the intake duct friction factor l was per-
formed by using Eq. s20d in steady-state conditions which as-

sumes the form of Eq. s25d in which l is the only unknown.

A

L
sp0 − p1d =

l

Dh

R

A

M1
2T1

sp0 + p1d
s25d

As regards compressor discharge, whose geometry is quite
complex stwo pipes which converge into a common discharge

volumed, the unknowns are three sDh, L, and ld and, so, a system
of three equations was considered. The procedure for the calcula-
tion of the unknowns is as follows:

• Equation s24d is written for three different transient condi-
tions corresponding to the same measured inlet mass flow
rate. In fact, if steady-state data were used, the three equa-
tions would not be independent from each other;

• It was assumed M3<M0 sM0 is a measured quantityd and
the derivative ]M3 /]t was evaluated numerically;

• The equation system was solved approximately, by introduc-

ing into each equation of the system the bias s

]M3

]t
−

A

L
sp2 − p3d +

l

Dh

R

A

M3
2T3

sp2 + p3d
+ s = 0 s26d

• The values of Dh, L, and l which minimized the sum of the

absolute values of the bias s in the three equations were
adopted for model calibration.

The numerical results of the procedure applied to the exhaust
duct are reported in the third row of Table 1.

Heat Transfer. The quantities associated with the presence of
heat transfer sexchange areas, heat transfer coefficients, and ther-
mal capacitiesd were estimated according to the following as-
sumptions:

• Shaft and box elements are realized in aluminum

sr=2700 kg/m3; c=921 J / skg Kd; k=210 W/ sm Kdd;
• Heat transfer mechanism from box to outside: natural con-

vection;
• Heat transfer mechanism from fluid to box and from fluid to

shaft: forced convection.

The heat transfer parameter values adopted in the model are
reported in detail in Table 2.

Model Sensitivity Analysis

The influence of geometrical parameters and of friction factors

on the model output response sp1, p2, M1, and T2d was evaluated.
A variation of ±10% for each parameter was considered for dif-

ferent values of the rotational speed and the relative variation DQ

of each output Q was evaluated as

DQ =
Q − Qref

Qref

where Qref is the Q value in correspondence to the reference value
of the considered parameter sreported in Tables 1 and 2d.
The most interesting results are presented in the following sec-

tions for the friction factors of intake duct l1−2 and exhaust duct

l2−3 and for exhaust duct hydraulic mean diameter sDhd2−3 and
length L2−3 in the case of compressor rotational speed NC equal to
29,150 rpm. The results for heat transfer coefficients are not re-
ported in the paper since it was observed that the influence on all
outputs was negligible, since they only affect model transient re-
sponse, as can be seen from Eq. s22d.

Intake Duct Friction Factor. It can be observed sFig. 5d that

Table 1 Geometrical parameters „Dh and L… and friction fac-
tors „l… used for model calibration estimated parameters indi-
cated in boldface

Dhfmg Lfmg l

Intake duct 0.1 1.00 0.20
Compressor 0.1 0.40
Exhaust duct 0.1 0.79 2.05

Table 2 Heat transfer parameters

Quantity Value Quantity Value

Ai 0.0653 m2 ai 100.0 W/ sm2 Kd
Ae 0.1260 m2 ae 100.0 W/ sm2 Kd
Ao 0.1280 m2 ao 10.0 W/ sm2 Kd
Cs 159 J /K acoolAi 0.3 W/K

Cb 315 J /K Toil 285 K

Fig. 5 Intake duct friction factor influence
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sid the dependence of all quantities is linear and siid p1 and M1 are

the most sensitive to this parameter, while the influence on T2 is
negligible. In any case, the influence of this parameter on model
output is very small: In fact, the order of magnitude of output
sensitivity is of about 0.5% with respect to a 10% friction factor
variation.

Exhaust Duct Friction Factor. It can be observed sFig. 6d that
sid the dependence of all quantities is linear, siid p2 is the most

sensitive sup to 2%d, while p1 remains almost constant. This im-
plies that the pressure ratio increases and, so, according to the

performance maps, the mass flow rate M1 slightly decreases,

while the influence on T2 is still negligible, according to the fact
that the compressor efficiency increases. Furthermore, the evalu-
ation of the influence of exhaust duct length on model response
showed that the results are exactly the same as those obtained for
exhaust duct friction factor influence, according to Eq. s24d.

Exhaust Duct Hydraulic Mean Diameter. As shown in the
previous section sTable 1d, such a parameter could not be mea-
sured and, so, it was estimated. For this reason, the sensitivity
analysis proves to be particularly helpful in order to correctly tune
the model. In particular, it can be observed from Fig. 7 that an
increase in the exhaust duct hydraulic mean diameter allows a

greater mass flow rate sup to +1%d, though the trend shows a
“saturation” effect. Such behavior can be attributed to the fact

that, though sDhd2−3 increases and, as a result, the discharge flow-
through area increases, the inlet flow-through area remains the

same. Moreover, p1 remains constant, while p2 decreases signifi-

cantly s−7.5% d, according to the trend of the compressor perfor-
mance maps. The strong decrease of compressor pressure ratio

also leads to a decrease in temperature T2s−1.5% d.

Model Validation

The developed model was validated by comparing the program

response for all outputs sp1, p2, M1, and T2d against the corre-

sponding measured values: This was possible for pressures p1 and

p2 and temperature T2 sthe values of these quantities are both
measured and computed by the programd, while the mass flow rate

M1 was compared with the M0 measured value since the measure-

ment of M1 is not available. This latter assumption is valid only in
steady-state conditions, i.e., if mass storage effect is negligible
between sections “0” and “1,” and can be also considered accept-
able in unsteady conditions due to intake duct small volume.

Two test cases were considered sTC1 and TC2, whose rota-
tional speed trend is reported in Fig. 8d, both taken at quasi-

imaginary spin orbit sISOd conditions sTamb<17°C; pamb
<102 kPad and representing acceleration and deceleration maneu-
vers for the compressor. The curves differ from each other since

the TC1 curve covers a wide range of variation for compressor

rotational speed sNC ranges from about 13,000 up to 23,000 rpmd,
though rather slowly s160 sd, while the TC2 curve is more rapid
sacceleration in about 30 sd, though in a more restricted region of
NC values sfrom about 20,000 up to 26,000 rpmd.
The results of the comparison between measured and predicted

values are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. For both test cases, it can
be observed that predicted values are generally in good agreement
with measured values, since sid the shape of the predicted curve
closely follows the experimental data and siid model inertia seems
to be the same as physical system inertia si.e., there is no appre-
ciable delay between model and system responsed. In particular:

• p1 is overestimated for low values of the rotational speed
sFigs. 9sad and 10sadd;

• p2 is underestimated for high values of the rotational speed,

mainly in the case of the TC2 curve sFig. 10sbdd;
• The error in predicting the mass flow rate is more evident in

Fig. 6 Exhaust duct friction factor influence

Fig. 7 Exhaust duct hydraulic mean diameter influence

Fig. 8 Rotational speed profile versus time for the two test
cases „a… TC1; „b… TC2
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Fig. 9 Comparison of predictions and measured values for the
TC1 curve: inlet „a… and outlet „b… compressor pressure, mass
flow rate „c…, and outlet compressor temperature „d…

Fig. 10 Comparison of predictions and measured values for
the TC2 curve: inlet „a… and outlet „b… compressor pressure,
mass flow rate „c…, and outlet compressor temperature „d…
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the steady-state phase of the TC1 curve sFig. 9scdd, while in
the TC2 curve, which is characterized only by transient re-
gime, this effect is not detectable sFig. 10scdd. This suggests
the need for better tuning of the model in reproducing com-
pressor steady-state behavior;

• T2 is reproduced accurately in the TC1 curve, while in the

TC2 curve the accordance is less evident, though the abso-
lute error between measured and predicted values is small
sabout 2 °Cd.

In Table 3, the maximum absolute value and standard deviation
of errors between computed and predicted values are reported. For
the calculation of maximum absolute value and standard deviation
of errors only measured and predicted values after 1 s from the
beginning of the maneuvers were considered: This was done since
simulated values at the beginning of the simulation are heavily
influenced by model initial condition and, so, model prediction
error was extremely high.

The analysis of the results presented in Table 3 shows that
maximum absolute errors are very small for inlet compressor

pressure p1 smaximum value of about 0.5 kPad, while errors are

more significant for outlet compressor pressure p2 sup to 4.0 kPad
though errors are more uniformly distributed si.e., the ratio be-
tween the standard deviation and the maximum absolute value is
lowerd. Absolute errors between predicted and measured values

also seem significant for the mass flow rate sup to 0.04 kg/sd in

particular for TC1, if compared with measured values shighest
measured mass flow rate equal to 0.45 kg/sd. The greatest differ-
ence between computed and measured values of the outlet com-

pressor temperature T2 is of about 4.4 °C.
Moreover, Table 3 also shows the values of the root mean

square error sRMSEd, expressed in percentage, made by the model

on the whole set of measured data for each output sp1, p2, M1, and

T2d and for each curve, according to formula s27d

RMSE =Î 1

npred
o
i=1

npred SQmeas,i − Qpred,i

Qmeas,i

D2

s27d

where Qmeas,i are the measured values, Qpred,i the values predicted

through the model and npred is the number of predicted values

sequal to 1383 or 392 for the TC1 or TC2 curve, respectivelyd.
The overall RMSE value was then calculated as

RMSEov
=Î 1

no
o
j=1

no

sRMSEjd
2 s28d

where no is the number of model outputs si.e., fourd.
It can be observed from Table 3 that the results obtained in the

simulation of the two curves are comparable for p1, p2, and T2

sRMSE lower than 1% in both casesd, while the RMSE for M0 is
different for the two curves and the values are considerably high

s4.0% for TC1 and 1.7% for TC2 curved. For this reason, the

overall RMSE value for the TC1 curve sabout 2%d is twice the

overall RMSE value for the TC2 curve sabout 1%d.

Success Rate. In order to further validate the model, a compari-
son between predictions and measurements for both curves was
performed by calculating the success rate for each output. The
success rate was determined as the ratio between the number of
predicted values lying within measurement uncertainty si.e.,
which do not deviate from the corresponding measured values
more than the absolute measurement uncertaintyd and the total

number of predicted values si.e., 1383 or 392 for TC1 or TC2
curve, respectivelyd. The estimation of the absolute uncertainties
for the measured quantities sreported in Table 4d was performed
by using the results of the uncertainty analysis conducted in f18g
for a single working point sNC equal to about 29,000 rpmd of the
compressor under investigation.

The results are reported in Table 4 for the four outputs sp1, p2,

M1, and T2d, by taking into consideration only measured and pre-
dicted values after 1 s from the beginning of the maneuvers, as
outlined above. The results seem to be very encouraging for both
curves since:

• Compressor inlet and outlet pressures are reproduced almost
perfectly ssuccess rate equal to 86% in the worst cased;

• The success rate for the mass flow rate is not very high

sespecially for the TC1 curved, according to high RMSE
values reported in Table 3;

• If T2 measurement uncertainty as reported in f18g is consid-

ered sthe K-type thermocouple used was on purpose cali-
brated in a thermostatic bathd, the success rate is rather low
s46% or 30% for the two curvesd. On the other hand, if the
uncertainty associated to the standard type of this thermo-

Table 3 Maximum absolute value and standard deviation of errors and RMSE values between
computed and predicted values

TC1 TC2 TC1 TC2 TC1 TC2

Quantity Max error Max error Stand. Dev. Stand. Dev. RMSE f%g RMSE f%g
p1fkPag 0.531 0.481 0.234 0.207 0.233 0.207

p2fkPag 2.294 3.925 0.902 1.216 0.794 0.945

M0fkg/sg 0.040 0.020 0.015 0.007 3.963 1.692

T2f°Cg 4.305 4.431 1.512 2.008 0.472 0.595

Overall 2.038 1.019

Table 4 Ratio between the number of predicted values lying within measurement uncertainty
and total number of predicted values „success rate…

Success rate f%g
Quantity Uncertainty Ref. TC1 TC2

p1
0.636 kPa f18g 100 100

p2
1.817 kPa f18g 98 86

M0
0.012 kg/s f18g 50 90

T2
1.0 °C f18g 46 30

T2
2.2 °C f19g 84 62
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couple swhich is a Class 2 tolerance thermocouple f19g, un-
certainty equal to 2.2 °Cd is considered, the success rate is
more than acceptable s84% or 62%d.

The results presented in this section in terms of success rate
were obtained by comparing the difference between predictions
and measured values to measurement uncertainty alone. Such a
criterion is the most restrictive way to validate a code. In fact, as
reported in f20g for computational fluid dynamics sCFDd code
validation, a model can be considered validated if the difference
between the measured and the computed values is lower than the
combined uncertainty, which takes into account the combined un-
certainty both in the measured value and in the predictions. In
particular, the combined uncertainty for measured values sexperi-
mental datad takes into account experimental uncertainty. For the
combined uncertainty in the predicted values, Coleman and Stern
f20g propose to also consider the influence s1d of the numerical
solution uncertainty and s2d of the simulation modeling uncer-
tainty arising sad from the use of previous experimental data and
sbd from modeling assumptions. Thus, if all these effects were
considered for success rate calculation, the success rate for the
developed model would be undoubtedly higher. In any case, the
comparison with the results of a similar analysis presented in f5g
shows that the model can be considered clearly validated.

Conclusions

In the paper, a mathematical model for compressors dynamic
simulation was developed and implemented through the MATLAB

®

SIMULINK
®

tool.
The physics-based approach allowed the determination of

model parameter influence through a sensitivity analysis. The
analysis showed that sid intake duct friction factor mainly affects
inlet compressor pressure and mass flow rate, siid exhaust duct
friction factor influences outlet compressor pressure significantly,
and siiid an increase in the exhaust duct hydraulic mean diameter
allows a greater mass flow rate, while outlet compressor pressure
and outlet compressor temperature decrease.

The model was then successfully calibrated on a multi-stage
axial-centrifugal small size compressor. Model validation against
experimental data showed, for both considered test cases, that sid
predicted values closely follow experimental data, without appre-
ciable delay between model and system response and siid for all
model outputs, the number of predicted values which do not de-
viate from the corresponding measured values more than the ab-
solute measurement uncertainty is clearly acceptable.

Future developments of the present study will deal with the
implementation of the model which uses as an input the measured
value of the torque supplied to the compressor instead of compres-
sor rotational speed. Furthermore, neural networks will be set up
in order to support already-developed physics-based models and
to verify the capability of such a tool in dealing with transient
data. Finally, compressor behavior in the presence of implanted
faults and/or in off-design conditions will be investigated by
means of both simulation tools sphysics-based models and neural
networksd in order to build a database in which malfunctions
sranked in type and severityd will be related to measured values
and health indices variations.
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Nomenclature
A 5 control volume frontal area

C 5 crV thermal capacity

c 5 specific heat

Dh 5 hydraulic mean diameter

e 5 specific energy

f 5 force per unit volume

J 5 moment of inertia

k 5 thermal conductivity, ratio of specific heats

cp /c
v

L 5 length

l 5 work per unit volume

M 5 mass flow rate

N 5 rotational speed

no 5 number of outputs

npred 5 number of predicted values

P 5 power

p 5 pressure

Q 5 quantity

q 5 heat per unit volume

R 5 radius, gas constant

r 5 radial coordinate, NC /NE gearbox velocity ratio
RH 5 relative humidity

RMSE 5 root mean square error

T 5 temperature

t 5 time
Tq 5 torque

u 5 specific internal energy

V 5 volume

v 5 flow velocity

x 5 axial coordinate

a 5 heat transfer coefficient, throttle valve position

b 5 pressure ratio

G 5 concentration

h 5 efficiency

l 5 friction factor

c 5 flux

m 5 MÎT / p corrected mass flow rate

n 5 N /ÎT corrected rotational speed

r 5 density

Subscripts and Superscripts
0,1,2,3 5 model sections

amb 5 ambient

b 5 box
bf 5 body field

C 5 compressor
cool 5 cooling

E 5 electric motor

e 5 entering, external
fr 5 friction

g 5 generated

i 5 internal

l 5 leaving
meas 5 measured

o 5 outlet
oil 5 lube oil
op 5 orifice plate
ov 5 overall

p 5 potential, constant pressure
pred 5 predicted

r 5 resisting
ref 5 reference

s 5 shaft, supplied
stat 5 stationary

v 5 constant volume

w 5 wall

` 5 outside
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Journal of
Turbomachinery Erratum

Erratum: “Development and Experimental Validation of a

Compressor Dynamic Model”

†Journal of Turbomachinery, 2005, 127„3…, pp. 599–608‡

M. Venturini

The error is very severe and, in my opinion, negatively affects the quality of the whole paper, since it causes a misunderstanding of

the technical content presented.

Thus, the following sentence on p. 604, second column, line 14 of the printed version:

… both taken at quasi-imaginary spin orbit (ISO) conditions …

should be changed into:

… both taken at quasi-ISO conditions …

In fact, the acronym ISO stands for “International Organization for Standardization”, and not for “imaginary spin orbit”. Since the

acronym ISO is a standard for machine performance evaluation and is well known in the field of turbomachines and of energy systems,

I suggest to only maintain the acronym ISO.
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